City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report
October 3-9, 2014
Total number of incidents responded to: 120
EMS/Rescue = 91

Hazardous conditions = 2

False Calls = 20

Other = 3

Fires = 3
Blank/invalid = 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fires Reported in FireRMS page 1 of 2
October 4, 2014, 5:26 p.m. - Called to a location on East Circle Drive for a propane tank on fire.
Prior to arrival dispatch called back and stated that the fire was put out by fire extinguisher and
that a person was trying to use their grill and had another propane burner in same area ignite the
hose going to the propane tank. Upon arrival and investigation found the cap on the propane tank
had light soot on handle of a 25 lb. cylinder. No fire or smoke and cleared scene.
October 5, 2014, 6:02 p.m. - Dispatched for a structure fire at Chandler Crossing Apartments.
While enroute, heavy smoke was noted in the sky to the North. EL Battalion 11 requested mutual
aid from Lansing Fire Department Battalion 11, Truck, Engine, and Medic. East Lansing
Battalion 11 arrived on the scene to find a three story apartment building with heavy smoke and
fire coming from the corner of the roof and third floor. Command was set up. EL Engine 11 was
assigned fire attack; Medic 11 was initially assigned RIT, but then reassigned to Engine 11 fire
attack. East Lansing Truck 12 was assigned to hook to hydrant and then ladder the roof. Medic
12 was assigned RIT. Truck 12 was reassigned before laddering the roof to searching the fire
building. Dispatch was advised to send a second Lansing Fire Department engine to the scene. A
ten person callback of EL fire personnel was also requested. Several units were assigned to
various tasks and the Chief, Consumers, and Red Cross were contacted. EL Truck 12 and
Lansing Truck 41 were assigned to an exterior fire attack. Once the fire was extinguished EL
Engine 11 and Lansing Engine 41 and 48 entered the building for salvage and overhaul and to
put out hot spots. East Lansing Medic 11 and Lieutenant were assigned to shut down the
sprinkler system. The East Lansing Fire Marshal and Safety Training Officer were on the scene
also. Once the fire was confirmed out, all LFD rigs cleared the scene. East Lansing Truck 121
was requested to the scene by East Lansing Fire Marshal to stay the night for a fire watch. All
other East Lansing fire units were cleared. Command was passed to East Lansing Truck 121 and
the fire marshal and inspector stayed at the scene. East Lansing Batallion11 cleared the scene.

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
October 6, 2014, 5:50 a.m. - East Lansing Fire was dispatched to a trash fire in the roadway on
Division at Elizabeth. Engine 11 was assigned to the call and responded with four personnel.
Firefighters arrived and found a small wooden box with clothes and other items that were on fire.
The fire crew used a five gallon bucket to extinguish the fire. Another bucket was used to make
sure fire was out. The on-duty fire inspector was contacted and advised of the call. Engine 11
crew removed the debris from the roadway and then cleared the scene and returned to quarters.
Training Reported in FireRMS
October 7, 2014, 9:30-10:30 a.m. – Public Education Program – Engine 11 did a presentation for
63 preschool kids at the Apple Tree Learning Center.
October 8, 2014, 1:30-3:30 p.m. – Firefighting Tactics - All on duty fire personnel discussed the
fire that occurred at apartment fire that took place on Sunday, October 5, 2014.
October 9, 2014, 1:30-3:30 p.m. – Firefighting Tactics – All on duty fire personnel went over fire
tactics and fire attacks.
Types of EMS Calls
A-fib = 1
Abdominal pain = 2
Anxiety symptoms = 1
Arm pain = 3
Back/hip/groin pain = 3
Bug bite = 1
Can’t stop urinating = 1
Chest pain/DIB/SOB/Tachycardia = 9
Citizen/lift assist only = 1
Concussion like symptoms = 1
Confused = 1
Dyspnea = 1
Ear ache = 1
ETOH = 23
Eye pain = 1
Fainting = 1
Falls = 5
Head injury = 1

Hematoma = 1
Hypoglycemia = 2
Knee pain = 2
Laceration & abrasions = 5
Leg itch = 1
LOC = 2
Loss of balance = 1
Neck/shoulder pain = 5
No complaint = 1
Pain and rashes = 2
Posterior skull skin tear = 1
Seizures = 3
Swelling to forehead/head = 2
Syncope (or near) = 4
Vomiting = 1
Weakness = 3
Wrong medicine given by RN = 1

